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Quality – made in Germany

As a family-owned company, Winkhaus can look back on a 

tradition of more than 160 years. Now in the fi fth generation, 

Winkhaus is still in family hands. Our customers around the 

world value the competent service, especially high product 

quality, and innovative solutions for door and window tech-

nology from Germany.
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Simple system, easily explained.

blueCompact was developed to meet your special require-

ments for a user-friendly locking system. Of course, you are 

not left on your own to deal with the variety of functions. We 

have developed a tutorial concept which guides you step-by-

step through the initial installation. Then you can also view a 

video explaining each function as many times as necessary.

This is all integrated in the app, so the instructions are always 

available.

System with a growth guarantee

The locking system will impress you with its technological 

capabilities and the user-friendly components. In particular, 

the cylinders are the same shape as conventional locking 

cylinders, so they can be easily installed without the need to 

call in a technician. 

If you should choose to expand your workplace or build an 

addition to your home, you can also adapt your locking sys-

tem to accommodate the new circumstances. blueCompact 

can be expanded to up to 99 keys and 25 cylinders.

An overview of blueCompact

Start a smarter life and discover the versatility of this unique 

locking system. 

blueCompact o� ers you:

+ Convenience: manage your system easily using the app

+ Flexibility: lost keys can be blocked at the fl ick of a switch

+ More control: all locking events can be closely monitored

+ Remote access: locking authorisations can be issued remotely

+ Security: data is only stored on the key

+ Knowledge: every step is explained via video instruction

+ Practicality: easy installation and fl exible expansion

blueCompact components:

blueCompact in comparison

When blueCompact is compared with traditional mechanical 

locking systems, it quickly becomes clear that convenience 

and user-friendliness go hand in hand with security and long-

term savings.

Masterkey Cylinders

Keys, available in 5 colours Active key

Your smart home
begins at your door

blueCompact

bluecompact.com

FARBEN prüfen
– Strich + Text
– im Schlö� nen 
FLyer blau

Mechanical
locking
system

blueCompact

Entry security

Access organisation

Cost-neutral changes
in authorisation

Logging of locking
events

Naming of doors
and keys

Simple and direct access 
to instructions

Freedom in planning
and a clear layout

Modern and innovative 
design
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David 10:14 

Emma 10:35 

David 10:45 

Paul 12:24 

Anna 18:54 

Paul 19:45 

Requires 

iOS 
version 7 or higher 

Android 
version 4.4 or higher 

and Bluetooth 
4.0 LE

The smart system with the app

Easily manage your entire locking system with an app.

blueCompact is the fi rst system which makes it possible to 

execute all processes, authorisations and changes via your 

smart phone or tablet.

Maximum convenience and user-friendliness meet smart net-

working – all in one locking system that leaves nothing to be 

desired.

Enable, block, manage.

Lost keys are no longer a problem: thanks to management 

via app and master, misplaced keys can be blocked immedi-

ately. Then it quickly becomes clear: anyone looking to gain 

access to your premises will be left facing a locked door. It is 

also practically impossible for unauthorised persons to copy 

the key.

Of course you can also reactivate the key should you happen 

to fi nd it again.

Everything at a glance

The app provides you with a clear overview and shows ex-

actly which key has accessed which room and at which time. 

This gives you the possibility of checking how well o�  ce 

hours are kept.

This is optimal for time recording measures in businesses 

or even in private use, e.g. to check whether your daughter 

came home last night at the agreed time.

Control, no matter where you are.

The blueCompact locking system from Winkhaus has been 

perfected down to the last detail and even o� ers you a solu-

tion for issuing access authorisation remotely. For instance, 

you can leave a key with your neighbour for use in emergen-

cy situations. Of course, this is only possible if you have given 

permission remotely via app.

Then the neighbour receives temporary authorisation to 

open the doors which you have specifi ed.

No data in the cloud

In times when resourceful people pursue criminal activities 

and take aim at the data cloud, alternative methods must be 

found for protecting information. blueCompact has the ans-

wer: the details of your locking system are stored on the key 

itself instead of in a cloud.

Even if you lose your smart phone, the fi nder cannot gain 

access to the building.

With blueCompact, your smart home begins at the front 

door. Electronic locking systems o� er a number of advanta-

ges, allowing you to make confi gurations that are more indi-

vidual, more fl exible, and simpler – even at a later time. You 

are also given complete control and an overview of the entire 

locking system.

blueCompact is ideal for smart homes and small businesses 

alike. Discover all the benefi ts of electronic locking systems 

with the latest highlight from Winkhaus.

Simple. 
Flexible. Smart.


